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By Oliver W Sacks

Touchstone Books, United States, 1998. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Reprint. 208 x 137 mm.
Language: English . Brand New Book. Dr. Oliver Sacks s books Awakenings, An Anthropologist on
Mars and the bestselling The Man Who Mistook His Wife For a Hat have been acclaimed for their
extraordinary compassion in the treatment of patients affected with profound disorders. In A Leg
to Stand On , it is Sacks himself who is the patient: an encounter with a bull on a desolate mountain
in Norway has left him with a severely damaged leg. But what should be a routine recuperation is
actually the beginning of a strange medical journey when he finds that his leg uncannily no longer
feels part of his body. Sacks s brilliant description of his crisis and eventual recovery is not only an
illuminating examination of the experience of patienthood and the inner nature of illness and
health but also a fascinating exploration of the physical basis of identity.
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ReviewsReviews

An incredibly wonderful book with perfect and lucid explanations. It normally is not going to price a lot of. I am just very happy to tell you that this is the
greatest pdf we have go through within my personal lifestyle and could be he finest book for at any time.
-- Bart Lowe-- Bart Lowe

This is basically the greatest pdf i actually have go through till now. It is definitely simplistic but surprises within the fi y percent in the ebook. I am easily
will get a delight of studying a published ebook.
-- Hyman O'Conner III-- Hyman O'Conner III
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